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DABmotion sounds like perfect car gift 

 

Celsus say the DABmotion ROLA car digital radio conversion kit is the perfect 

choice for anyone looking to give someone their favourite choice of DAB stations this 

Christmas. 

 

Distributors Celsus hope to see orders flowing following new government 

marketing initiatives, underway as part of the UK’s migration to digital radio. 40 

million tax disc reminders are raising awareness of the new DAB tick mark, ahead of 

a Christmas campaign featuring Formula 1 presenter Suzi Perry. 

 

DABmotion ROLA is a government tick mark approved in car DAB kit. 

Contents include a ‘black box’ interface, digital radio antenna and handy ROLA 

wheel remote control. It can be fitted to any car, without the need to change the 

radio, to deliver the full range of DAB audio choice on the move. 

 

 You’ll get all your favourite stations thanks to a glass mount antenna that 

captures the DAB signal, which the ‘black box’ converts to FM, and then broadcasts 

wirelessly back through your existing FM radio. Controlling the choice of station is 

easy too thanks to the intuitive palm-sized ROLA wheel remote control. 

 

The tick mark approval proves DABmotion ROLA uses the latest technology, 

including automatic retuning, to maintain clear listening as you drive. Text 

information, like track, artist and station, will even appear on the existing radio 

display.  

 

The ‘black box’ is small enough to locate in the glovebox, or behind the 

dashboard. DABmotion ROLA retails at just £149.99 inc VAT. It can be self-installed 
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and powered from the 12V socket, but professional installation for that fully 

integrated solution is quick and easy too. 

 

 To find out more, or to buy online, please visit www.dabmotion.co.uk or follow 

@DABmotion on Twitter. 
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Further Information : 

James Onions ( 07966 138883, james.onions@thinmarketing.co.uk ) 

 

Facts about Celsus ICE  

Celsus ICE Ltd are an ISO9001 quality management certified company specialising in car audio 

accessories who supply a wide range of products to both UK and European export markets.  

 

Celsus offer high quality, high performance products aimed at past, present and future generation 

auto technology. The Celsus range of vehicle fitting solutions is one of the most comprehensive 

available today addressing the demands of Digital Radio Integration, CAN Bus and Smartphone 

integration.  

 

These products are complimented by some of the most desired car audio brands in the world 

including JL Audio, Dynamat, DABmotion, Calearo and Jehnert, 

 

Celsus were 10 years old at the end of 2012. 

 

 


